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The Conversation
Henri Matisse
1908-12

On the subject of:

The clothes that
are being worn

The interior design

The way they have 
been painted by
Matisse



George Bellows
1909

Use one or more of the
speech bubbles for a 
conversation:

- For humouress effect

Now for something a little more 
art related…….

- Relating to the use of light 
and dark in the painting

- The level of detail that has been 
painted

- The expressive qualities of the
painting



Could it also work for music?

- remarks about the technical
complexity of the piece

- Why this piece is ‘so’ 
Baroque….

- etc…..

"Folias Italianas" by Santiago de Murcia from "Codice Saldiver IV" ca.1732



Stretching the vocabulary
through content related
word games



26 letters
Easy:
26 descriptive words that
begin with each letter of the
alphabet

More challenging:
Descibe an artwork using
short sentences using every
letter of the alphabet in 
sequence.

You may skip 3 letters!



26 letters

As Banninck Cocq Departs,
Excitedly Formed Gathering.
He Instructs Jokingly “Kindly Leave
Me Nine Of Perfect Quality.” 
Rifles Shoot Though, Uncaring Volleys
Wake (X) You (Z)



7 word summary
Describe the painting
in a seven word 
sentence.  Six of the
seven words must 
begin with the same
letter.

Serenly she stands supported by silvery seashell.



Specified terminolgy
Talk about an artwork 
relevant to the lesson
including specified words.
The words must be used in 
exactly the same form as 
specified!

An example:

Overlapping
Depth
Illusion



Hidden words
Talk about an artwork 
relevant to the lesson
including specified word.

The word has little or 
now connection to the
lesson material, the
challenge is to use the
word in such a way that
others in the class can’t
guess what the word 
was.



Make a group of three or four

Listen carefully and draw as 
things are described

Description assignment
- As practical preparation



Return to your group

• The one who has described may not draw
• He or she may give instruction to the other 

three
• With the help of their three drawings, and

the instructions of the ‘describer’ the
groep must make one as accurate as 
possible final version.



Next slide shows the image!





A step beyond ‘just’ art and clil!

Art
related
content

Clil
related
content

“Real world”
content



Immigration and refugees…..

Henk Wildschut



Carlijn
Mens

Tom McCarthy

Immigration and refugees…..



A graphic novel with huge
clil and language
opportunities

Immigration and refugees…..



Immigration and refugees…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1nJKse-UCFM



•Write their own narrative text to 

accompany each image

•Write a narrative based on what the man 

himself is thinking and reflecting on the 

world around him

•Write a short poem that documents a 

fragment of storyline

•Write a newspaper article that reports the 

man’s plight

•Write the questions that they would use if 

they had a chance to interview the man –

a second pupil could then try and answer 

the questions



Other Graphic novel possibilities…..



Other Graphic novel possibilities…..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlIAmCfHzbg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rlIAmCfHzbg



Pupil autobiographical
comic strips





The Monologue



The Voyuer



Thirty Pictures



The Superhero



Overheard in a bar



A companion book
For Madden’s

A useful site for
drawing and tekst…

http://dw-wp.com/
http://dw-wp.com/
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